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The Physics community has known the importance of Active Learning (AL) for the last twenty years (see
[1,2]). A recent analysis of 225 studies on AL [3] has demonstrated that “active learning appears effective
across all class sizes — although the greatest effects are in small (n <= 50) classes.” Physicists have innovated
both technologies and techniques for AL [4,5]. Yet, most classes, particularly in institutions where research is
conducted, are primarily delivered via lectures. Many research-active faculty members do not feel like they
have the time or incentive to explore AL methodologies. At the University of Windsor, we have started a
Faculty Network called “Promoters of Experiential, Active, and Research-based Learning” [6] to support our
teacher-researcher colleagues in the Faculty of Science. Inspired by the activities of this network, in this
session, I will lead a discussion on how very busy, teacher-researchers can adopt proven Active Learning
strategies in their own classes.
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